Subject: 부품 공급 중단 통지 (엔진보드의 EEPROM)

Model: TASKalfa 3511i, TASKalfa 3011i, TASKalfa 4012i, TASKalfa 3212i

Classification:
- Field measures timing:
  - At Set Up
  - Next Visit/Service Call
  - Next Periodic Maintenance
  - Information only
- Phenomenon:
  - SC/Error
  - Paper Feeding/Conveying
  - Machine operation
  - Other
- Type of change:
  - Hardware
  - Firmware and Software
  - Information

Supply of EEPROM on the engine PWB described in the parts list (FIG.28 Ref No. 7/20) is discontinued. The description of EEPROM in the latest parts list (TASKalfa 3511i/3011i, Rev.5 and TASKalfa 4012i/3212i, Rev.4) has been deleted.

Field Measure: When replacing the engine PWB, replace the EEPROM on the old PWB on the new engine PWB. (Refer to the service manual chapter 4 [Note when replacing the engine PWB]. In case of the EEPROM failure necessary to replace, report to each regional HQ as well as for other products.

First implemented timing at factory: This is the information of the service part setting.